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This is absolute lunacy and I demand that this be disallowed and never considered again. We

have tons and tons of radioactive waste that we have no place to securely store it and some

idiot wants to import more. Don't we have enough radiation exposure from the 1000's of missals

testings that were done in the US and are still continuing today. We have enough Depleted

Uranium to make the whole world sick from the factories who made it and the contaminated

land and-water that buildings were on. This should not even be on the

table of any US Agency. What a great way for terrorists to achieve devastation with not even

lifting a finger. I am ashamed that this is even being considered. Our air is so full

of junk now that asthma is nearly a forgone conclusion for our children. Why in the world would

US citizens want this dumped in. regular trash landfills or "recycled" in any goods, let alone

consumer and industrial goods. Then ship the worst stuff to Utah for shallow land burial,

probably on an Indian Reservation. The NRC has done enough to make us sick and cause early

deaths. To not even be able to take care of our own radioactive wastes seems to be of no

*concern yet we continue to produce more and more of it and more and more people die, more

land is diseased, crops are destroyed as they contain the poison in the vegetables and the water

supply is already nearly 100% contaminated.

These 2 license applications are IW023 and XWO13 sickness and death threats to our citizens.

Even the President should not be able to waive the prohibition and authorize the grant of a

specific license to import any level of radioactive materials. We are welcoming contaminated

medications from China as well as contaminated dog and cat food that killed thousands of our

pets that was the direct result of importing them into this country from the Chinese. We have-

imported their contaminated seafood and toys. We do not want to import any other nuclear

waste or poison or chemicals from anywhere.

Why wasn't this little scheme brought to the people? Anyone who votes for this to happen

should be required to live over that company's shallow landfill in Utah along with the owners of

Energy Solutions. This must stop and never be considered again. What an ill conceived idea that

the NRC finds acceptable. I am absolutely ashamed of your group. I had cancer at age 21 and a

recurrence in 2004, With this mindset, we will a/I have the opportunity to get more sick and die

quicker.
Sincerely, DOCKETEDUSNRC

Linda C Ferris
428 Town Hi/I Road March 31, 2008 (3:02pm)
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